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(OTTAWA) – The People’s Official Plan coalition – made up of over 20 Ottawa-area grassroots

groups working on environmental and social issues – opposes the canyon and towers approach

proposed in the City’s revised Official Plan. It is calling on City Councillors and residents to take a

close look at the stark growth management choices in the new Official Plan, slated for Committee

consideration on October 14. Despite the complex documentation involved, thousands of residents

city-wide reviewed and expressed alarm with the earlier November 2020 draft.

The latest draft reinforces the city’s emphasis on a so-called ‘hubs and corridors’ approach, with

policy direction to enhance density along transportation corridors and transit hubs. The City’s revised

Official Plan continues to ignore opportunities to enhance neighbourhood-level ‘gentle density,’ which

– if done well – could enhance walkability, accelerate progress on climate change and address

social challenges such as affordability and access to local food.

The Peoples Official Plan coalition has consistently supported intensification, supporting more

density rather than urban expansion and sprawl. But it has called for the kind of gentle intensification

that benefits residents and enhances social cohesion and amenities. The coalition’s ‘City of

Neighbourhoods’ approach favours compact, green, walkable, connected, healthy and inclusive

communities – the kind of intensification residents could support.

The coalition is calling for a ‘YIMBY (yes in my backyard)’ development process that involves

neighbourhood residents themselves in planning the transitions to walkable 15-minute

neighbourhoods.

Paul Johanis, of the Greenspace Alliance of Canada’s Capital says: “This is not a

neighbourhood-centric approach, which preserves neighbourhood identity and fabric. It is an

arterial-centric approach that cleaves neighbourhoods into a very dense built up part, totally out of

character of the neighbourhood, and a remnant of the former neighbourhood.” In Johanis’ reading,

the revised draft Official Plan drops density investment in neighbourhoods (except for the narrow

strips that are immediately adjacent to hubs and corridors). He points to the maps in the newly



published Schedule B-2 as a formula for a city of urban canyons and towers. “I think the alternative

we have been promoting, a city of neighbourhoods, is more sustainable, will achieve required density

less painfully and is less likely to lead to future urban sprawl.”

“This is about what kind of a city we want to build. The Official Plan sets the direction of travel. We

need goal posts where the growth management plan for our city explicitly and concretely targets the

affordable housing/homelessness emergency and the climate and biodiversity crisis that we are

facing”, says Angela Keller-Herzog Executive Director of Community Associations For Environmental

Sustainability (CAFES).

“Density is one the most powerful climate tools in cities’ toolkits, so we need to see it deployed

strategically and systematically in any new Official Plan adopted by the City of Ottawa,” said Robb

Barnes, Executive Director of Ecology Ottawa. “Smart, context-sensitive neighbourhood-level

intensification is a critical ingredient in more vibrant, climate-friendly neighbourhoods and the

preservation of precious greenspace and farmland at our city’s edges. We’re urging councillors to be

bold and understand that we can build a better city while tackling the climate crisis.”
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